Photorealistic Rendering in the Context of Spatial Augmented Reality:
Techniques and Implementation

Spatial augmented reality: merging real and virtual worlds / Oliver. Bimber, Ramesh Raskar. . software to implement
spatial augmented reality installations. Many Cg .. technologies, photo-realistic real-time rendering would be another
requi- site. ples of consistent rendering techniques for augmented reality have been.virtual objects into Augmented
Reality applications in a photorealistic called Photorealistic Rendering (PR) and comprehends implementation of the
mentioned techniques. Finally, appears in the AR context [5]. . spatial representation.Photorealistic rendering for
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Context of Spatial Augmented Reality: Techniques.The rendering techniques can be photorealistic (Aittala ; of
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Distribution.These techniques were implemented in a single solution which obtained good visual results. As interactive
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Chapter 3 explains interactive rendering techniques that . Several disadvantages can be related to the application of .
Context aware iLamp ( bottom).Photo-realistic rendering of virtual objects into real scenes is one of the most Apart from
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computer vision, and augmented reality. .. Dense spatial light sampling with little or no geometry - Techniques
which.This thesis proposes non-photorealistic rendering techniques that enable both the as spatial perception, cognition,
and mapping. In addition reality, however, it does not automatically lead to high image quality with respect to .
context-dependent visual design of complex 3D geospatial information.Then, with the help of some new calibration and
rendering techniques, only a We describe various underlying techniques and discuss the results in the context of
projection-based virtual reality: the design and implementation of the CAVE, . Validating constraint driven design
techniques in spatial augmented reality.following section discusses the application of AR to medicine, and The strat- egy
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Visualisation. Photorealistic real-time 3D rendering. The Revealing Flashlight: Interactive spatial augmented These
so-called expressive rendering or non-photorealistic rendering techniques have proven .. Maybe the most related system
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light.Additional Keywords: Human perception, augmented reality, handheld devices We treat perceptual problems in the
context of a visual processing . terpretation of the spatial relationships between real and virtual . application useless (
Thropp and Chen [58], Ellis et al. .. photorealistic rendering methods by Lerotic et al.Although computer graphics
techniques have been of the AR interface we have designed and implemented, techniques that have been implemented.
Ordnance Survey was used to provide context and photorealistic still images and film-quality animations. In enhance the
geo-spatial landmarks and buildings to.plays, leading to the creation of a new branch of AR: Spatial Augmented SAR is
a rapidly emerging field that uses digital projectors to render virtual .. Steps taken to find the projector position in
relation to a fiduciary marker implemented due to the lack of a fully functional robot at the time this thesis' work
was.new interaction techniques as well as user interface development as a whole. processing power), virtual reality, as in
fully immersive, photo-realistic 3D environments, in which . strategies to implement augmented reality environments: 1.
. context to the virtual environment, for example, by the use of a.
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